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There are many benefits to being a member of MNSA
and even more benefits in being an active member of
MNSA. Nursing school can be overwhelming, but there’s
an entire group of your peers ready and willing to assist
you throughout the process. Rather it’s a stress relieving
activity such as the Instagram contest or participating in
the organization’s annual convention, there are plenty of
ways to participate.
But let’s take it a step further. One of the most rewarding
ways to participate is by joining the MNSA Board or one
of its many committees. There is a position or committee
for people of varying interest. And by chance you don’t
find a committee you’re interested in participating in, get
involved and work to create one. This means the MNSA
needs you most and your innovative ideas!
There are many benefits of joining the MNSA Board or
Committees:
• Network with your peers from across the state.
• Be a part of the organizations leadership
• Develop and perfect your leadership skills
• Influence the direction and positive advancement of
MNSA
• Learn professional skills that are sure to benefit your
nursing career
The self-serving benefits of joining the MNSA Board or
Committees are endless. However, one of the greater
benefits are being an active participant an organization
that works to influence the future of nursing. We, the
members, are what make our organization strong. We are
what make our organization thrive. We are the future of
nursing and our work starts now!
There are many ways we can use our talents to further
our organization and profession as a whole. Rather its
running for a seat on the Board or assisting in the writing
of a resolution, there is an avenue for all to be involved.
We shouldn’t always look for ways an organization can
benefit us, but rather how we can benefit the organization and profession.
To find out more information on what it means to be a
MNSA Board or Committee Member, Join us for the
MNSA Board Buddy Meeting
Saturday, Nov 14, 2015 (9am - 4pm)
@ the Michigan Nurses Association Headquarters
For more meeting info or to rsvp, follow the link below
http://www.michigannsa.org/board-buddy-meeting.html
Hope to see you there!!!

October Contest Winner Featured here:

#MNSA Instagram Photo Contest!
Your
could Picture
appe
here ar
!

#MNSAcostume4acure

Picture submitted by Juanita Velasquez from Wayne County Community College
Each month there with be a different topic and a new opportunity for you to enter the
contest. Be creative and have fun with it! If your picture is chosen it will appear in a
variety of MNSA’s pages, including our website, Facebook page, Instagram, twitter, and
the next issue of Nursetalk (NSNA Award Winner twice in a Row)!

The winner will receive 25 dollars!
This Month: #MNSAiamthankfulfor

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instagram is a free app you can download on any mobile device.
If you need help getting started or figuring out the app you
should go here ~ https://help.instagram.com/
Before you can take part in the contest you must Follow Michigan.nsa on Instagram (unfollowing michigan.nsa will result in
disqualification)
Take a picture and edit it how you like
Tag Michigan.nsa in the photo (not the comment section)
Then add the monthly hashtag (listed above in blue), for
examle this month would be #mnsabacktoschool
Allow Michigan.nsa to follow you, so MNSA boardmembersmay view your photo/s in order to vote.
Contest begins the 1st of every month and closes on the 20th
of that month and you may enter a total of 2 pictures each
month
Pictures must be Professionally appropriate (no nudity, alcohol,

•
•
***Disclaimer:
Any picture you enter into this contest may
•
be
used
by
the
Michigan Nursing Students Association for
•
anything deemed appropriate by the Board of Directors***

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

illegal substances, etc.)
The top 3 pictures will be chosen by MNSA Board Members once
the contest is closed. First, Second and Third place will:
You will be asked to send us your name, MNSA membership
ID number, School you attend, and personal email (school
one preferred). You must be Following Michigan.nsa to win!
You will have 24 hours to send in your information or you will
be disqualified.
If a friend nominates you/your picture then the person being
nominated must be a NSNA/MSNA member and must be able
to provide all the information needed for you to be eligible for
the prize if your picture is selected.
Once information is verified, the Winner will be emailed and
asked for further information so that the gift card, cash or any
sponsored voucher may be awarded!
You may choose what information is shared with the public
(i.e. name, school) or the picture can be kept anonymous in all
publications.

Next Month get ready for #MNSAholidaycheer
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				 The University of
				 Detroit Mercy’s
				
Fall Blood Drive
					 2015

Written by: Christen Kemp, Nursing Major, Leadership

Minor, active member of the Emerging Leaders Program, active
member of the Student Nursing Association, SNA Blood Drive
Coordinator/ American Red Cross Blood Drive Coordinator, and
recurrent Dean’s List member

“If donating blood didn’t save lives….I wouldn’t
be doing this”. As the Blood Drive Coordinator for the
Student Nursing Association at the University of Detroit Mercy, I heard this a lot over the past month. But
luckily it’s worth it. Every two seconds someone in the
U.S. needs blood. October 19th and 20th was the first
2015/2016 blood drive at UDM (hosted by the Student
Nursing Association in partnership with the American
Red Cross). Not only was it the first blood drive of the
semester, but it was my first blood drive being the
Blood Drive Coordinator.
In my spring semester of my freshman year
(March 2015), I was elected into the position of Blood
Drive Coordinator. I was very excited to hit the ground
running in my new position, however, there were a few
bumps along the way. If you really want to know how
successful the blood drive was you can skip to the end
of my article, but if you want to know about the struggle behind the success then just read this as you normally would.
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I think the first obstacle I encountered dealt
with posters/advertisements. I had about 30 posters
that needed to be hung around campus. Thankfully,
UDM is a small campus. Before I could even think about
hanging the posters, I needed to fix a typo on them.
The end time for the first day of the drive was misprinted. Needless to say, my mom (and my dog) weren’t too
happy that I covered the kitchen floor in posters wet
with white out.
The second obstacle I faced was updating the
lawn signs that were passed down to me. For the actual
days of the blood drive we have these nifty signs that
say “Blood Drive Today! We need you!”. They also have
the location and the time on them. Unfortunately, the
times of the blood drive had changed this year and the
times written on them were no longer correct. In case
you are wondering, Windex and bleach don’t remove
permanent marker from a lawn sign. Not to worry, I
was able to solve the issue with some trusty white duct
tape.
The third obstacle occurred the first day of the
blood drive. Going into the blood drive I was sure the
first day was going to be a wild success. For several
weeks before the drive I was in the library recruiting
donors. The goal of recruiting donors is to schedule all
the possible appointments. Recruiting donors is considered successful if you are able to schedule over half
of the appointments on both days. As you can imagine,
I was thrilled that I was able to schedule all of the appointments for both days. I managed to schedule over
a combined total of 120 appointments. Are you ready,
here is the obstacle: Not many people came to their
appointments. Due to the size of UDM, our daily donor
goal is 42 donors. The first day we only had 38 donors.
The majority of the donors were walk-ins. To be honest,
this was really discouraging. I felt so accomplished to
have filled all the appointments just to have so few of
them show up.
Luckily, the second day of the blood drive went
better. On the second day, I was on a mission: help
people honor their appointments and drum up more
walk-ins. This mission resulted in me running around
campus informing everyone that there was a blood
drive, as well as Snapchatting and Yik-Yaking about the
event like crazy. Thankfully, my mission was successful.
The second day of the blood drive had a much larger

turn out.
The fourth obstacle I faced is a ‘universal obstacle’ that all blood drives and their coordinator will
face; turning down willing donors. Not everyone is
able to give blood, even though they may want to. To
give blood you must meet certain criteria. Some of our
donors were turned away for many reasons including:
blood pressure issues, heart rate issues, low iron levels,
height and weight requirements not met, antibiotic
use, or they were just plain sick. I think that for both
days we turned down about 30 donors, but that sure
didn’t stop us!
Okay, so if you skipped to the end of the article
then these numbers are just numbers to you, but if
you stuck with me through the article then you might
appreciate the numbers a little bit more.
Monday, October 19: 38 Donations
Tuesday, October 20: 56 Donations
Blood Drive total: 94 Donations
In the end, I was ecstatic to see that we met and
surpassed the goal for donations. The number of total
donations (94) might not seem significant, but when
you think about the lives it saves and the people it
helps it is pretty substantial. According to the American
Red Cross, “one donation can help save the lives of up
to three people”.
I am so happy that the blood drive turned out to
be a success. Naturally I could not do it alone so I would
like to send out a big THANK YOU to: my student/peer
volunteers, the American Red Cross and their blood
drive team, to everyone who was willing to donate, and
to all of our successful donors. I would also like to thank
the faculty and alumni of the University of Detroit Mercy who have provided the UDM facilities and helped to
promote these events. This is truly a wonderful, caring
place to receive an education.
I cannot wait to see what surprises, obstacles,
and successes come with the next blood drive.
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DESERT ANGEL PACKING PARTY COMPETITION

T

his year for our community health focus is “Helping our
Heroes” We are going to have a
little friendly competition between
the different SNA chapters. You
must participate to qualify for the
Community Health Scholarship!
The boxes made will be sent to our
brave men and women overseas.
First you need to spread the word
about the packing party to collect
items for the boxes.
Things that you can include in
your boxes:
Breakfast bars
Tang
Instant breakfast Nuts
Dry gator aid
Hard candy
Life savers
Oatmeal
Cereal
Flavored dry 		
Coffee
creamer
Dried fruit
Beef jerky
Rice Krispy
Gum
treats
Pop tarts
Candy
Tea
Instant foods
Cards
New socks
Toiletry items
Letters of enNotebooks and
couragement
Pens
Granola bars
Things you can NOT include in
your box:
Pork products
Aerial cans
Flammable items
Alcohol products

The Post office will also have a
list of things to include and not
to include.
What you pack the items in:
If you go to your local post
office and ask for FRB1 boxes and
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2976-A forms/sleeves. These will
be free
to you and the post office will also
pick them up from your school
once they are all packed and ready
to be shipped off.
How to pack the boxes:
TEAMWORK!
Make an assembly line!
Have some people assembling
and taping the boxes, and have 2
people filling one box at a timeone will fill the box and the other
will fill out the Customs Form in
detail. Then have people taping
the boxes once full.
What are Custom forms?
You will get these from the
post office and they go inside of
the sleeve given and put on the
outside of your boxes. They must
be filled out in detail- and must be
handwritten in black ink!
Costs for shipping:
Every box costs $15 to ship.
You will need to raise this money
to be shipped and other programs
have asked their school to match
the money they raised to ship the
boxes. You could also have bake
sales or other fundraisers to raise
the money!
Have fun with the creation
of the boxes, include personal letters and words of encouragement,
and love! These men and women
are overseas fighting for us and we
need to show them some love and
support!
Ideas to collect items would be to
first get the word out about what

you are doing! Set up donation
boxes around your campus, and
in the dormitories. Contact local
dental offices to contribute toothbrushes, toothpaste, and floss.
Casinos can only use a deck of
cards one time- they will donate
them to you!

How to qualify for the
Community Health
Scholarship:
You must participate in
the competition to qualify for the
scholarship! Once you are finished
packing your boxes take a picture
and update it to Instagram. Send
your receipt from the shipping
cost in with your scholarship application.
If you have any further
questions please contact Tabatha
Sack, Community Health Director
MNSA at communityhealth@michiganNSA.org there is also additional information on thedesertangel.
org !

# I AM MORE THAN
Written by: Christine Khanji, a Nursing Student from Madonna University
Kylie Jenner is a young girl living just about everyone’s dream. She has nice cars, a huge house and a
lot of money. Kylie started a trend that has nothing to do with any materialist things. Her tread allowed people to stand up for them selves. It’s a trend to build awareness of life stressors that anyone can go through.
The idea of this trend is to allow people to build confidence and utilize social media as a support group.
The trending topics can be found on the social media -Instagram with the hashtag, “IAmMoreThan”.
At this hashtag, you will see people share their stories with the world and see the obstacles they’ve gone
through to overcome their situations. Every so often, Kylie chooses a person that will share their story and
she posts it on her page. She has over 40.5 million followers that she shares these incredible stories with.
Readers are able to respond to these stories and comment.
As nurses, we are privileged to work with people of many different conditions and stories. We are privileged to work with people who are experiencing their ultimate low. Each patient has a different story and
a life lesson that we are able to learn from. It is the nurses’ duty to keep our patients free of harm, recognize
self-harm and promote wellness. It is also the nurse’s duty to build a trusting relationship and give patients
our support.
In nursing, no matter what floor we work on, we will encounter patients living with mental illness.
Mental illness is subjective and only that person knows what they are feeling. No two people can ever feel
the same. It is the nurse’s duty to be understanding and empathetic to a person living with mental illness.
As I scrolled through the hashtag, I came across a person who I felt deserved recognition for their
incredible journey. I decided to message this person because I felt the need to congratulate them on how far
they have come along. I also asked for permission to recognize them in this article.
Lisa is an 18-year-old girl living in France. She has suffered from mental illness for about five years.
She has suffered from depression, anorexia, bulimia and chronic anxiety. Her profile grabbed my attention
because I saw talent and hope in her. She is an artist with many beautiful drawings on her page. One of
her posts has a message about her overcoming of her depression. With the support of her best friend, she
is managing her way through this. Lisa quotes, “#iammorethan scars and mental illness. I am not a freak as
some say, I’m human.” Lisa is absolutely right! Mental illness does not make a person. The stigma of mental
illness can really hurt a persons self esteem. When a person comes to the rationalization that they are more
than the illness itself, they may be able to see the illness in a different light and this can help overcome it.
I had the honor of speaking to her and getting to know her. She didn’t mind me speaking to her
because she wanted to raise awareness. I asked her if she ever encountered a nurse that helped her through
this. She mentioned the schools nurse that she used to see. The nurse helped her and impacted her life. Lisa
quotes, “ She was really really calm and sweet, she acted in a really protective way and always tried to make
me feel like a beautiful person.”
Nurses plant seeds in people’s lives everyday. We may not know the outcome of a patient later on in
their treatment but we may say or do something that they will forever remember. #IAmMoreThan helps raise
awareness. More stories of incredible people can be seen at this hashtag on Instagram.
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Check it out:
For more updates on upcoming
events and ways you can get
involved, please visit us on the web
at the following locations:
http://michigannsa.org/ 			
https://www.facebook.com/MichiganNSA
https://twitter.com/michigannsa
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Building a
Community of
Empowered
Nurses

www.ana-michigan.org
Sign up for our monthly MNSA Broadcasts
to stay updated on events, news, and
annual convention information.
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Want to be IN the Newsletter??
If you would like to send us an article about what YOUR
school is doing, what YOU experienced in clinical, or
something YOU learned and would like to share, please let us
know. Feel free to send articles from your SNA’s newsletter as
well. Reach out and share your stories, experiences, and “ahha” moments with your fellow MNSA members! Please email
your article to mnsa.newsletter@gmail.com with your name
and school included. Please send in anything Before the 20th
of each month.

This Newsletter was put together and edited by Rachel Krueger
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